
Kia Ora, 

I have read through the preliminary report on immigration and agree with the majority of your 
recommendations, but also have some additional notes for you to consider. 

I agree that immigration does help with skills shortages, does assist in filling short term gaps, permanent 
residency and admission to the country is both beneficial culturally and for GDP so long as it is keyed to 
housing and other factors to make certain we can afford the increased capacity. 

Considering we have a housing shortage this needs to be addressed. 

Giving permanent residence visa holders the right to return is odd though, as I think only citizens or 
special circumstances should hold that, as it is excessively generous when we have a lot if poverty we 
need to address. 

We also need to consider in population growth that we will have an increasing number of climate 
refugees from the islands we are obligated to provide for and any population modelling should probably 
take them into account preemptively. 

Also in regards to the graphs of skills shortages I noticed teachers and healthcare workers and yet many 
NZers are trained in these areas but don’t stay in the job long because of (excuse my French) shit 
working conditions and pay. Can you please do some modelling on how much it costs in opportunity 
cost to replace these people than it does to just treat them well in the first place. 

Also I think you may be overlooking one underutilized part of our demographic in NZ and that is mums. 
Many mums (like myself) have a degree, but transitioning to family life can disrupt a career and make it 
no longer tenable especially if your partner has stable pay and works long hours (and in my area in 
Southland there is virtually no childcare so I am forced to work school hours or nothing). We are 
intelligent, we are willing, and we want both a life and opportunities but the economy is not made for 
us. Taking on additional study debt can be too much for the household budget, especially if it is a long 
course (and from my experience a lot of university courses are filled up with a bunch of fluff and 
busywork). If you identified jobs or study that can be done from a distance (which since COVID/working 
from home was such a big thing should be more identifiable) and especially if you could find ways to 
fast-track courses you may find a lot of parents wanting to retrain for new industries and careers and be 
ready to go within a year or so if flexibility is applied. This wouldn’t work for everything, but jobs like 
Quantity Surveying which has had many immigrants coming in to get roles and fill jobs is an example of 
where it could work. Teacher training is another thing that if flexible would be a great thing for young 
parents to train in while their kids are little and jump into once they get into school as well. 

If you don’t write us off and invest in us we could surprise you. 

In terms of settling assistance, I also know someone who works with migrants and he has told me that 
many of them struggle to understand and know what supports are available so unfortunately they end 
up going hungry and not accessing government help, Sallies etc so the data they have on “X people have 
accessed help” is not actually the same as “X people NEED help”. Please take the language and cultural 
barriers into account when looking at what assistance is offered Vs what is taken up, because many of 
them need a person alongside them to identify needs. My mum as a TESOL teacher is an example of this 



as well. It is her *job* to teach English but she often ends up assisting them in applying for library cards 
etc or accessing CV help with WINZ or other places because they can’t do it on their own. 

In terms of lack of public engagement we probably need more accessible and digestible content from 
you (and the govt) as well in terms of infographics, video explainers etc. We aren’t economists and we 
need graphs explained with content. While working in the libraries a few years ago I came across a 
statistic that only 40% of NZ adults have the necessary literacy to understand and fill out forms. So 
unless you’re an odd person like me who subscribed to these things and wants to spend an evening 
reading reports and writing responses instead of watching Shortland Street people are going to need 
more digestible content. 

Overall, very good report though. I appreciate your efforts and thank you for reading my submission. 

Laura Williams  


